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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
In the previous paper [3] we studied generalized Dedekind symbols,
especially, the symbols with Laurent polynomial reciprocity law. We
showed that such a symbol corresponds bijectively to a homogeneous
period polynomial, and further, to a modular form on SL(2, Z). Kohnen
Zagier ([7, Theorem 1$]) gave an explicit description of those period poly-
nomials in terms of Bernoulli polynomials (see also [2]).
In this paper we shall extend our investigation to ‘‘twisted’’ generalized
Dedekind symbols. Twisted symbols can be defined by twisting the defining
properties of generalized Dedekind symbols. Further, we show that these
twisted Dedekind symbols also correspond bijectively to ‘‘twisted’’ period
polynomials, and further, to ‘‘twisted’’ modular (cusp) forms on SL(2, Z).
We shall also obtain an explicit description of ‘‘twisted’’ period polynomials
in terms of Euler polynomials.
Definition 1.1. Let V=[( p, q) # Z+_Z | gcd( p, q)=1]. A twisted
generalized Dedekind symbol E = with ==+ or &, is defined as a complex-
valued function
E =: V  C,
which satisfies the following three properties:
(E =1) E = ( p, q)=&E = ( p, q+ p).
(E =2) E = ( p, &q)==E = ( p, q).
(E =3) E = ( p, q)+E = (q, &p)= g= ( p, q) if q>0.
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Here g= is a certain complex-valued function on U=[( p, q) # Z+_
Z+ | gcd( p, q)=1]. E+ (resp. E &) is called an even (resp. odd) twisted
Dedekind symbol.
Here a few words might be in order to justify the usage of the term
‘‘twisted’’. Recall the definition of generalized Dedekind symbols from
[3] (following Apostol [1], KirbyMelvin [6], Zagier [9] and others).
A generalized Dedekind symbol is a complex-valued function D=: V  C
satisfying the following properties:
(D=1) D= ( p, q)=D= ( p, q+ p).
(D=2) D= ( p, &q)==D= ( p, q).
(D=3) D= ( p, q)&D= (q, &p)= f = ( p, q)
with some complex-valued function f =: U  C. Comparing this with
Definition 1.1, the term ‘‘twisted’’ comes from the sign differences in the
properties (E =1) and (E =3).
Our first result is an existence and uniqueness theorem for a twisted
generalized Dedekind symbol.
Theorem 1.1. With V, U as in Definition 1.1, let g=: U  C be any
complex-valued function on U. Then there exists a function E =: V  C satisfying
the properties (E =1), (E =2), (E =3), if and only if the function g= satisfies the
following conditions:
(g=1) g= ( p, q)==g= (q, p).
(g=2) g= ( p, q, q)+ g= ( p, p+q)+ g= ( p, q)=0.
Furthermore, when E = exists, it is uniquely determined by these properties.
The existence of symbols E = depends in an essential way on the existence
of functions g=, and vice versa. So we shall introduce the notion of
E =-admissibility modifying that of D=-admissibility introduced in [3].
Definition 1.2. A complex-valued function g= on U is said to be
E =-admissible if g= satisfies (g= 1) and (g=2).
It appears that the set of all E =-admissible functions is too large to
tackle. Therefore, it might be more promising to confine ourselves to some
smaller classes of such functions. Noting that the classical Dedekind
symbols (sums) satisfy a Laurent polynomial reciprocity law, we shall look
into the set of all E =-admissible Laurent polynomials. We showed in [3]
that there are D=-admissible Laurent polynomials of every even degree
which are not polynomials. Contrary to this, we shall show in Theorem 1.2
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below that every E =-admissible Laurent polynomial is indeed a polynomial.
Henceforth, our discussions are focused on E =-admissible polynomials.
We shall now present a characterization theorem for E =-admissible poly-
nomials:
Theorem 1.2. (1) A Laurent polynomial g is E =-admissible, if and only
if every homogeneous part of g is E =-admissible.
(2) Let g be an E =-admissible homogeneous Laurent polynomial of
degree n. Then g is a polynomial. Furthermore g=0 if n is odd.
(3) Let g( p, q)=ni=0 :i p
iqn&i be an E &-admissible homogeneous
polynomial. Then :i=0 for i even.
(4) Let g( p, q)=ni=0 :i p
iqn&i be an E +-admissible homogeneous
polynomial. Then :i=0 for i odd.
(5) Let g( p, q)=ni=0 : i p
iqn&i be a homogeneous polynomial of
degree n. Then g is E =-admissible if and only if g satisfies
:
i
j=0 \
n& j
n&i+ :j+ :
n
j=i \
j
i+ :j+: i=0, :n&i==: i (0in).
Throughout the paper we assume that every vector space and polyno-
mial are defined over C. Now we shall define two vector spaces.
Definition 1.3. Define the sets E=w and P
=
w as follows:
E=w =[E
=: V  C | E = satisfies (E =1), (E = 2) and (E = 3)
with g= ( p, q) a homogeneous polynomial in p and q of degree w].
P=w=[g
=: U  C | g= is an E =-admissible homogeneous polynomial
in p and q of degree w].
Corollary 1.3. Let =: E=w  P
=
w be defined by 
= (E =)= g=, namely
(= (E =))( p, q)=E = ( p, q)+E = (q, &p). Then = is an isomorphism of vector
spaces.
We wish to have an explicit description of E =-admissible polynomials, as
an analogue to the description of D=-admissible polynomials in terms of
Bernoulli polynomials. This is accommodated by bringing in Euler polyno-
mials. For this, we need to introduce ‘‘twisted’’ period polynomials.
Define a set Vw by
Vw=[h | h is a polynomial in X of degree w].
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We let 1=PSL(2, Z) act on Vw as follows: Let Z2 denote the multi-
plicative group [1, &1], and let /: 1  Z2 be a homomorphism deter-
mined by /(T )=&1 and /(S)=&1 where T=( 10
1
1) and S=(
0
1
&1
0 ). Let
U=( 11
&1
0 ) then clearly /(U)=1 since U=TS. (Note that 1 is a group
generated by T and S with relations.) For h # Vw and #=( ac
b
d) # 1, the
action (twisted by /) of # on h is defined by
(h|/ #)(X)=/(#) h \aX+bcX+d+ (cX+d )w.
Definition 1.4. Let
Ww=[h # Vw | h+h| / S=h+h| / U+h|/ U 2=0].
An element of Ww is called a twisted period polynomial.
Further, define the following two subspaces of Ww :
W&w =[h # Ww | h(&X)=&h(X)].
W+w =[h # Ww | h(&X)=h(X)].
It is easily seen that Ww=W
+
w W
&
w (cf. [7, p. 199]).
Associated to the spaces Vw and W
=
w , we introduce the following two
vector spaces.
Definition 1.5. Define Qw and R
=
w as follows:
Qw =[g | g is a homogeneous polynomial
in indeterminates p and q of degree w].
R=w=[g # Qw | g satisfies (g
=1) and (g=2)].
Then both Qw and R
=
w are vector spaces over C.
Define %: Qw  Vw by %(g)(X)= g(1, X). It is plain that % is an
isomorphism of vector spaces.
With these spaces at our disposal, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. The map %: Qw  Vw satisfies
%(R=w)=W
=
w .
In particular, R=w and W
=
w are isomorphic vector spaces.
Note that the spaces P=w of E
=-admissible polynomials can be canonically
identified with R=w since any polynomial in R
=
w is determined by its values
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on U. Due to Theorem 1.4, the determination of P=w is equivalent to that
of W=w . The linear algebra argument in Lang [8, pp. 9396] shows
dim W=w={_
w+2
12 &
_w+212 &+1
w#0, 2, 6, 10 (mod 12)
w#4, 8 (mod 12).
Now we shall recall Euler polynomials. The n th Euler polynomial En (X)
is defined by
2etX
et+1
= :

n=0
En (X)
tn
n!
.
The i th Euler number Ei is defined by Ei=Ei (0) and satisfies E0=1 and
E2i=0 (i>0). We also need the polynomial, E 0n (X), which is the n th Euler
polynomial without its E0 -term:
E 0n (X)=En (X)&X
n= :
n
i=1 \
n
i + EiX n&i= :
i odd
0in \
n
i+ EiXn&i.
Theorem 1.5. Let w be an even positive integer. Then the following
assertions hold
(1) W&w is spanned by
E 0n (X)&E
0
n \ 1X + Xw+E 0w&n (X)&E 0w&n \
1
X + Xw
for n even and 0nw.
(2) W+w is spanned by
E 0n (X)+E
0
n \ 1X + Xw&E 0w&n (X)&E 0w&n \
1
X + Xw
for n odd and 1nw&1.
With the help of Theorem 1.5, we can find a basis for the space P=w of
E =-admissible polynomials of weight w. The first few basis elements are as
follows:
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==&: pq3& p3q, pq7&2p3q5+2p5q3& p7q,
pq9&
3p3q7
2
+
3p7q3
2
& p9q,
pq11&
5p3q9
3
+ p5q7& p7q5+
5p9q3
3
& p11q,
pq13&
23p3q11
14
+
11p5q9
14
&
11p9q5
14
+
23p11q3
14
& p13q,
==+: q4&4p2q2+ p4, q8&
16p2q6
3
+
20p4q4
3
&
16p6q2
3
+ p8,
q10&
24p2q8
5
+
14p4q6
5
+
14p6q4
5
&
24p8q2
5
+ p10,
q12&
104p2q10
21
+
30p4q8
7
&
8p6q6
3
+
30p8q4
7
&
104p10q2
21
+ p12,
q14&
74p2q12
15
+
121p4q10
30
&
11p6q8
10
&
11p8q6
10
+
121p10q4
30
&
74p12q2
15
+ p14.
The smallest integer w that gives rise to the two dimensional case is w=16.
The space P&16 is spanned by
pq15&
28p3q13
17
+
14p5q11
17
&
4p7q9
17
+
4p9q7
17
&
14p11q5
17
+
28p13q3
17
& p15q
and
pq15&
130p3q13
79
+
129p5q11
158
&
35p7q9
158
+
35p9q7
158
&
129p11q5
158
+
130p13q3
79
& p15q.
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The space P+16 is spanned by
q16&
232p2q14
47
+
574p4q12
141
&
196p6q10
141
+
24p8q8
47
&
196p10q6
141
+
574p12q4
141
&
232p14q2
47
+ p16
and
q16&
380p2q14
77
+
2815p4q12
693
&
86p6q10
63
+
10p8q8
21
&
86p10q6
63
+
2815p12q4
693
&
380p14q2
77
+ p16.
Finally we shall study a relationship between the space of twisted cusp
forms and the space of twisted generalized Dedekind symbols. Let S2k (/)
denote the vector space of cusp forms of weight 2k with the charactor / so
that an element f of S2k (/) satisfies f ((az+b)(cz+d ))=/(( ac
b
d))
(cz+d)2k f (z) for ( ac
b
d) # SL(2, Z). We assume 
z2
z1
is taken along the
geodesic (semi-circle or vertical line).
Definition 1.6. Let f # S2k (/). Define Ef and E =f as follows:
Ef ( p, q)=|
i
qp
f (z)( pz&q)2k&2 dz,
E =f ( p, q)=
1
2[Ef ( p, q)+=Ef ( p, &q)]
for any ( p, q) # V.
Theorem 1.6. Let f # S2k (/). Then E =f # E
=
2k&2 , that is, E
=
f satisfies the
conditions (E =1), (E =2) and (E =3) with g= ( p, q) a homogeneous polynomial
in p and q of degree 2k&2. Let ,=: S2k (/)  E=2k&2 be defined by
,= ( f )=E =f . Then ,
= is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section we will give a proof of Theorem 1.1. We use the notation:
W=[( p, q) # Z_Z | gcd( p, q)=1]. We adopt the following convention:
when we express x # Q _ [] as x=qp for some integers p and q, we
always assume gcd( p, q)=1, namely, ( p, q) # W ( can be expressed as
=10). We also use the notation sgn( p) which denotes +1, &1 or 0
according to whether p is positive, negative or 0.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Firstly we will prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part. Suppose
that there exists E = which satisfies (E =1) to (E =3). Since
g= (q, p)=E = (q, p)+E = ( p, &q)==E = (q, &p)+=E = ( p, q)==g= ( p, q),
we obtain (g=1). Furthermore since
g= ( p+q, q)+ g= ( p, p+q)
=E = ( p+q, q)+E = (q, &p&q)+E = ( p, p+q)+E = ( p+q, &p)
=E = ( p+q, q)&E = (q, &p)&E = ( p, q)&E = ( p+q, q) (by (E = 1))
=&g= ( p, q) (by (E =3)),
we obtain (g= 2).
Next we will prove the ‘‘if ’’ part. For a given function g=: U  C, let us
define an extension g~ =: W  C of g= as follows:
g~ = ( p, q)={sgn( pq) g
= ( | p| , |q| )
|sgn( pq)| g= ( | p|, |q| )
if ==&
if ==+.
We can easily check that g~ = satisfies the following conditions (g~ =1) to (g~ = 3)
when g= satisfies (g=1) and (g=2):
(g~ =1) g~ = ( p, q)==g~ = (q, p).
(g~ =2) g~ = ( p+q, q)+ g~ = ( p, p+q)+ g~ = ( p, q)=0.
(g~ =3) g~ = (&p, q)=g~ = ( p, &q)==g~ = ( p, q).
Next we define E =: V  C. For ( p, q) # V, let (a0 , ..., an) be a continued
fraction expansion for qp:
(a0 , ..., an)=a0&
1
a1&
1
a2&
1
. . .
1
an&1&
1
an
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where ai # Z for i=0, ..., n. Let pi and qi be integers with qipi=
(ai , ..., an) . Note that ( p i , qi) # W by our conventions. Then we define
E = ( p, q)=& :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( p i , qi)
+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2.
In Lemma 2.1 it will be proved that E = ( p, q) is well defined, namely,
E = ( p, q) does not depend on how qp is expanded as a continued fraction.
Next we will show that E = satisfies (E =1) to (E =3). Let qp be expanded
as qp=(a0 , ..., an) and let qi pi=(ai , ..., an).
Firstly we show (E =1). Since (q+ p)p=(a0+1, a1 , ..., an), we have
E = ( p, q+ p)=&E = ( p, q) as required.
Secondly we show (E = 2). Since &qp=( &a0 , &a1 , ..., &an) and
&qi pi=( &ai , ..., &an) , we have
E = ( p, &q)
=& :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( pi , &qi)+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2
=&= :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( pi , q i)+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2
==E = ( p, q)
applying (g~ =3) and g& (1, 1)=0. This implies (E =2).
To show (E =3), let us note that &pq can be expanded as &pq=
(0, a0 , a1 , ..., an) because &pq=0&1(qp). Let (b0 , b1 , b2 , ..., bn+1) =
(0, a0 , a1 , ..., an) and t i si=(bi , ..., bn+1) (i=0, ..., n+1). Then clearly
ti si=qi&1 p i&1 (i=1, ..., n+1). Hence we have
E = (q, &p)
=& :
n+1
i=1
(&1)b0+ } } } +bi&1+i g~ = (s i , ti)+(&1)b0+ } } } +bn+1+n+2 g= (1, 1)2
= g~ = ( p0 , q0)+ :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( pi , q i)
&(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2
= g= ( p, q)&E = ( p, q).
This implies (E =3). The uniqueness will be proved in Lemma 2.2. K
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We used the following lemma to prove Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.1. The value E = ( p, q) does not depend on the choice of
continued fraction expansion of qp.
Proof. Let a=(a0 , a1 , ..., an) be a finite sequence of integers. Consider
the following three moves:
(1) a  b=(b0 , ..., b i , bi+1 , b i+2 , ..., bn+1)=(a0 , ..., ai\1, \1,
ai+1\1, ..., an).
(2) a  b$=(b$0 , ..., b$i&1 , b$i , b$i+1 , b$i+2 , b$i+3 , ..., b$n+2)=(a0 , ...,
ai&1 , b, 0, c, a i+1 , ..., an) where b+c=ai .
(3) a  b"=(b"0 , ..., b"n , b"n+1)=(a0 , ..., an\1, \1).
It is known that any a$=(a$0 , a$1 , ..., a$m) such that (a0 , a1 , ..., an) =
(a$0 , a$1 , ..., a$m) can be obtained from a by applying these three moves (1),
(2), (3) and their inverses (cf. [4, 6]). Hence, to prove this lemma, it is
sufficient to show that the values of E = ( p, q) for b, b$ and b" are equal to the
value for a. Let qj pj=(aj , ..., an) ( j=0, ..., n) and t jsj=(bj , ..., bn+1)
( j=0, ..., n+1). Note that ( pj , qj), (sj , tj) # W by our conventions.
Similarly define t$j s$j=(b$j , ..., b$n+2) and tj" s j"=(bj" , ..., b"n+1).
Firstly we consider the case of b. If 1 ji, then tj sj=qj pj . Further-
more t i+1 si+1=\(ai+1q i+2& pi+2)((a i+1\1) qi+2& pi+2). We also
have t i+2 si+2=((ai+1\1) q i+2& pi+2)qi+2 . If i+3 j, then tj sj=
qj&1 pj&1 . We also note that qi+1p i+1=(ai+1q i+2& pi+2)qi+2 .
Thus
:
n+1
j=1
(&1)b0+ } } } +bj&1+ j g~ = (sj , tj)& :
n
j=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +aj&1+ j g~ =( pj , qj)
=(&1)b0+ } } } +bi+i+1 g~ = (si+1 , ti+1)+(&1)b0+ } } } +bi+1+i+2 g~ = (si+2 , ti+2)
&(&1)a0+ } } } +ai+i+1 g~ = ( pi+1 , qi+1)
=(&1)a0+ } } } +ai+i+2 [g~ = ((ai+1\1) qi+2& pi+2 , \(ai+1qi+2& pi+2))
+ g~ = (qi+2 , (ai+1\1) qi+2& pi+2)+ g~ = (qi+2 , ai+1qi+2& pi+2)].
Depending on the sign, the last part can be expressed as
g~ = ((ai+1+1) qi+2& pi+2 , ai+1 qi+2& pi+2)
+ g~ = (qi+2 , (ai+1+1) qi+2& pi+2)+ g~ = (q i+2 , ai+1qi+2& pi+2)=0
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by (g~ =2), or as
g~ = ((a i+1&1) qi+2& p i+2 , &a i+1qi+2+ pi+2)
+ g~ = (qi+2 , (ai+1&1) qi+2& pi+2)+ g~ = (qi+2 , ai+1q i+2& pi+2)
==g~ = ((a i+1&1) qi+2& p i+2 , a i+1qi+2& pi+2)
+=g~ = (&q i+2 , (ai+1&1) qi+2& p i+2)+=g~ = (&qi+2 , ai+1 qi+2& pi+2)
=0
by applying (g~ =3) and (g~ =2). We have proved that the values of E = ( p, q)
for a and b coincide.
Secondly we consider the case of b$. If 1 ji, then t$j s$j=qj pj . Also
we have t$i+1 s$i+1= &qi+1 (cqi+1& pi+1) and t$i+2 s$i+2=(cqi+1&pi+1)
qi+1 . If i+3 j, then t$j s$j=qj&2 pj&2 . Thus we have
:
n+2
j=1
(&1)b$0+ } } } +b$j&1+ j g~ = (s$j , t$j)& :
n
j=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +aj&1+ j g~ = ( p j , qj)
=(&1)b$0+ } } } +b$i+i+1 g~ = (s$i+1 , t$i+1)
+(&1)b$0+ } } } +b$i+1+i+2 g~ = (s$i+2 , t$i+2)
=(&1)b$0+ } } } +b$i+i+1 [g~ = (cqi+1& p i+1 , &qi+1)
& g~ = (qi+1 , cqi+1& pi+1)]
=(&1)b$0+ } } } +b$i+i+1 [g~ = (cqi+1& p i+1 , &qi+1)
&=g~ = (&qi+1 , cqi+1& pi+1)]
=0
using (g~ =1) and (g~ =3).
Finally we consider the case of b". If 1 jn, then we have tj"sj"=
qj pj . We also have t"n+1s"n+1=\11. Hence we have
:
n+1
j=1
(&1)b"0+ } } } +b"j&1+ j g~ = (sj" , tj")&(&1)b"0+ } } } +b"n+1+n+2 g= (1, 1)2
& :
n
j=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +aj&1+ j g~ = ( pj , qj)+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2
=(&1)b"0+ } } } +b"n+n+1 [g~ = (s"n+1 , t"n+1)& g= (1, 1)2& g= (1, 1)2]
=(&1)b"0+ } } } +b"n+n+1 [g~ = (1, \1)& g= (1, 1)]
=0
using (g~ =3) and g~ & (1, \1)=0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
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Next we show the uniqueness of E =. We use the notation g~ = defined in
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that E = satisfy (E =1), (E =2) and (E =3). Let (a0 , ...,
an) be a continued fraction expansion for qp and q ip i=(a i , ..., an) for
pi>0. Then E = ( p, q) is calculated as:
E = ( p, q)=& :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( p i , qi)
+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2.
In particular E = is determined uniquely by (E = 1) to (E =3).
Proof. We use induction on the length of the continued fraction
expansion of qp. Since E = (1, 1)+E = (1, &1)= g= (1, 1) and E = (1, 1)=
E = (1, &1)=&E = (1, 0), we obtain E = (1, 0)= & g= (1, 1)2. Hence E = (1, a0)
=&(&1)a0 g= (1, 1)2 implying the lemma in the case of length 1. Suppose
that, for q1 p1=(a1 , ..., an) , E = ( p1 , q1) is calculated as:
E = ( p1 , q1)=& :
n
i=2
(&1)a1+ } } } +ai&1+i&1 g~ = ( pi , qi)
+(&1)a1+ } } } +an+n g= (1, 1)2.
Note that qp=(a0 q1& p1)q1 . If q1>0 then E = ( p, q) is calculated as:
E = ( p, q)=E = (q1 , a0q1& p1)=(&1)a0 E = (q1 , &p1)
=(&1)a0 [g= ( p1 , q1)&E = ( p1 , q1)]
= &(&1)a0+1 g= ( p1 , q1)+(&1)a0+1 E = ( p1 , q1)
= & :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( p i , qi)
+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2.
If q1<0 then E = ( p, q) is calculated as:
E = ( p, q)=E = (&q1 , p1&a0 q1)=(&1)a0 E = (&q, p1)
=(&1)a0 [g= (&q1 , p1)&E = ( p1 , q1)]
= &(&1)a0+1 g~ = ( p1 , q1)+(&1)a0+1 E = ( p1 , q1)
= & :
n
i=1
(&1)a0+ } } } +ai&1+i g~ = ( p i , qi)
+(&1)a0+ } } } +an+n+1 g= (1, 1)2.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. K
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
We need a few lemmas before proving Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let g( p, q) be a homogeneous polynomial such that g( p, q)
( pq)k is E =-admissible for some k1. Then g( p, q) can be divided by pq,
namely, there is a homogeneous polynomial h( p, q) such that g( p, q)=
( pq) h( p, q).
Proof. Set g( p, q)=ni=0 :i p
iqn&i. The polynomial g( p, q) should
satisfy:
pkg( p+q, q)+qkg( p, p+q)+( p+q)k g( p, q)=0.
Taking p=1, q=0 respectively p=0, q=1, we conclude from this
equation that g(1, 0)= g(0, 1)=0 which in turn implies :0=:n=0 as
required. K
Lemma 3.2. Let g( p, q)=ni=0 :i p
iqn&i be an E =-admissible homo-
geneous polynomial of degree n.
(1) if n is odd then g( p, q)=0.
(2) if ==& then :i=0 for i even.
(3) if ==+ then :i=0 for i odd.
Proof. From (g=2) we obtain
:
n
i=0
:i ( p+q) i qn&i+ :
n
i=0
:i pi ( p+q)n&i+ :
n
i=0
:i piqn&i=0. (3.1)
Substituting p&1 for p and 1 for q in (3.1), we have
:
n
i=0
:i pi+ :
n
i=0
: i ( p&1) i pn&i+ :
n
i=0
:i ( p&1) i=0. (3.2)
On the other hand substituting &1 for q in (3.1) gives
:
n
i=0
:i ( p&1) i (&1)n&i+ :
n
i=0
:i p i ( p&1)n&i+ :
n
i=0
:i pi (&1)n&i=0. (3.3)
Then (3.2)&=(3.3) gives us
:
n
i=0
:i[ pi+( p&1) i][1&=(&1)n&i]=0
since :i&=:n&i=0 (i=0, ..., n).
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Firstly we assume that n is odd and ==&, or n is even and ==+. We
have
:
n
i=0
i odd
:i[ pi+( p&1) i]=0.
Hence if n is odd and ==& then :n=:n&2= } } } =:1=0. Furthermore,
from :i==:n&i , :0=:2= } } } =:n&1=0. Hence g( p, q)=0 if n is odd and
==&. Next if n is even and ==+ then :n&1=:n&3= } } } =:1=0. Hence
:i=0 for i odd if n is even and ==+.
Secondly we assume that n is odd and ==+, or n is even and ==&. We
have
:
n
i=0
i even
: i[ p i+( p&1) i]=0.
Hence if n is odd and ==+ then :n&1=:n&3= } } } =:0=0. Furthermore,
from :i==:n&i , :1=:3= } } } =:n=0. Hence g( p, q)=0 if n is odd and
==+. Next if n is even and ==& then :n=:n&2= } } } =:0=0. Hence
:i=0 for i even if n is even and ==&. This completes the proof of the
lemma. K
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The statement (1) is obvious. We proved (2),
(3) and (4) in Lemma 3.1 and 3.2. Next we show (5). Since g( p, q)=
ni=0 :i p
iqn&i is E =-admissible if and only if
:
n
i=0
:i ( p+q) i qn&i+ :
n
i=0
:i pi ( p+q)n&i+ :
n
i=0
:i piqn&i=0 (3.4)
and
:n&i==:i (i=0, ..., n),
we obtain (5) calculating the coefficients of piqn&i in (3.4). K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
We need two lemmas to prove Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 4.1. Let g( p, q)=wi=0 :i p
iqw&i be a homogeneous polynomial
in p and q of degree w which satisfies g( p+q, q)+ g( p, p+q)+ g( p, q)=0.
Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) :i&(&1)w&i :w&i=0 and :i==(&1) i :i (i=0, ..., w).
(2) :i==:w&i (i=0, ..., w).
Proof. Firstly let us assume (1). Then we have :i&=:w&i=
:i&=(=(&1)w&i :w&i)=:i&(&1)w&i :w&i=0 implying (2).
Next let us assume (2). Then the equations g( p+q, q)+ g( p, p+q)+
g( p, q)=0 and :i==:w&i (i=0, ..., w) imply that g is E =-admissible. By (3)
and (4) of Theorem 1.2 we have :i=0 for i odd in case of ==+ and :i=0
for i even in case of ==&. Hence :i==(&1) i :i , and therefore :i&
(&1)w&i :w&i=:i&=:w&i=0. This implies (1) completing the proof. K
Lemma 4.2. Let h(X)=wi=0 :iX
w&i be a polynomial in X. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) h(X(X+1))(X+1)w+h(X+1)+h(X)=0 and :i&(&1)w&i :w&i
=0 (i=0, ..., w).
(2) h+h|/ S=h+h|/ U+h|/ U2=0.
Proof. Let us assume (1). Then we have
0=h(X(X+1))(X+1)w+h(X+1)+h(X)
= :
w
i=0
:i Xw&i (X+1) i+ :
w
i=0
: i (X+1)w&i+ :
w
i=0
:iX w&i.
We replace X by X&1 in the last expression to obtain
0= :
w
i=0
:i (X&1)w&i X i+ :
w
i=0
:i Xw&i+ :
w
i=0
:i (X&1)w&i
= :
w
i=0
:i (X&1)w&i X i+ :
w
i=0
:iXw&i+ :
w
i=0
(&1)w&i :i (X&1) i
=(h|/ U)(X)+h(X)+(h|/ U2)(X)
using :i=(&1)w&i :w&i . Furthermore, applying :i=(&1)w&i :w&i again,
we obtain
h(X)+(h|/ S)(X)= :
w
i=0
:iXw&i& :
w
i=0
: i (&1X)w&i Xw
= :
w
i=0
:i Xw&i& :
w
i=0
:w&iX i
=0
These imply (2).
The converse is proved similarly and we omit it. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let g( p, q)=wi=0 :i p
iqw&i. First suppose that
g # R=w . Let h=%(g). Note that h can be expressed as
h(X)=%(g)(X)= :
w
i=0
: iXw&i.
We show h # W=w . Since g satisfies g( p+q, q)+ g( p, p+q)+ g( p, q)=0
and :i==:w&i (i=0, ..., w), g also satisfies g( p+q, q)+ g( p, p+q)+
g( p, q)=0, :i&(&1)w&i :w&i=0 and :i==(&1) i :i (i=0, ..., w) by
Lemma 4.1. Hence h(X)=wi=0 :iX
w&i satisfies h(X(X+1))(X+1)w+
h(X+1)+h(X)=0, ai&(&1)w&i :w&i=0 and :i==(&1) i :i (i=0, ..., w).
Applying Lemma 4.2, we know h satisfies h+h|/ S=h+h|/ U+h|/ U2=0
and :i==(&1) i :i (i=0, ..., w). This implies h # W=w .
Conversely suppose that %(g) # W=w for a homogeneous polynomial g of
degree w. Then we can show that g # R=w by taking a reverse route. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
In this section we assume w is an even positive integer. Recall that Vw
denotes the space of polynomials in X of degree w. It is convenient to
consider, beside the twisted action, the untwisted action of 1 on Vw defined
by
(h | #)(X)=h \aX+bcX+d+ (cX+d )w
for h # Vw and #=( ac
b
d) # 1. The action can be extended naturally to an
action of the group ring Z1 by
\P } : ni#i+=: ni (P | #i)
for ni # Z and #i # 1. Using the action, the subspace Ww of Vw can be
described as
Ww=[P # Vw | P | (1&S)=P | (1+U+U2)=0].
We define four endomorphisms u, e, s and : on Vw .
Definition 5.1. Let P(X)=wn=0 cnX
n be any element of Vw . Then u,
e, s and : are defined as follows:
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(1) uP=P | (1&U).
(2) eP(X)=wn=0 cn En (X+1)2 where En (X) denotes n th Euler
polynomial.
(3) sP=P | (1+S).
(4) :=seu.
The next lemmas will be used in the proof of Proposition 5.2.
Lemma 5.1.
eP(X)+eP(X&1)=P(X).
Proof. Set P(X)=wn=0 cnX
n. Then
eP(X)+eP(X&1)= :
w
n=0
cn
2
(En (X+1)+En (X))
= :
w
n=0
cn
2
2Xn=P(X).
This follows from the property of Euler polynomials that
En (X+1)+En (X)=2Xn. K (5.1)
We describe the image of the homomorphism :: Vw  Vw .
Proposition 5.2.
Im :=Ww .
Proof. Firstly we show the inclusion Im :/Ww . For P(X) # Vw , setting
P1(X)=uP(X), we have P1(X)=P | (1&U)(X)=P(X)&P((X&1)X) Xw.
Next let P2(X)=eP1(X), then we have P2(X)+P2(X&1)=P1(X) by
Lemma 5.1. Furthermore let P3(X)=sP2(X). Then we have P3(X)=
P2 | (1+S)(X)=P2(X)+P2(&1X) Xw. By the definition, P3(X)=:P(X).
Now we claim that P3 | (1+U+U 2)=0. In fact,
P3 | (1+U+U 2)(X)
=\P2(X)+P2 \&1X + Xw+ } (1+U+U 2)
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=P2(X)+P2 \&1X + Xw+P2 \
X&1
X + X w
+P2 \
&1
X&1
X + \
X&1
X +
w
Xw
+P2 \ &1X&1+ (X&1)w+P2 \
&1
&1
X&1+ \
&1
X&1+
w
(X&1)w
=P2(X)+P2(X&1)+{P2 \X&1X ++P2 \
X&1
X
&1+= Xw
+{P2 \ &1X&1++P2 \
&1
X&1
&1+= (X&1)w
=P1(X)+P1 \X&1X + Xw+P1 \
&1
X&1+ (X&1)w
=P1 | (1+U+U2)(X)=P | (1&U)(1+U+U2)(X)
=P | (1&U3)(X)=0.
This shows that
:P(X) # Im :/[Q # Vw | Q | (1+U+U2)=0]. (5.2)
Now noting that 1&S2=0, we have Im s=[Q | (1+S) | Q # Vw]=
[Q # Vw | Q | (1&S)=0]. Thus
Im :=Im seu/[Q # Vw | Q | (1&S)=0]. (5.3)
From (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain Im :/[Q # Vw | Q | (1&S)=Q | (1+
U+U2)=0]=Ww . This gives the inclusion that we are after.
Secondly we claim that Ww /Im :. Let Q be any element of Ww . We
now show Q # Im :. Since Q # ker (1&S)=Im(1+S), there is Q1 # Vw
such that Q1 | (1+S)=Q, namely, Q(X)=Q1(X)+Q1(&1X) Xw. Let
Q2(X) # Vw be defined by
Q2(X)=Q1(X)+Q1(X&1). (5.4)
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Next we show that Q2 | (1+U+U 2)=0. In fact,
Q2 | (1+U+U2)(X)
=Q1(X)+Q1 \X&1X + X w+Q1 \
&1
X&1+ (X&1)w
+Q1(X&1)+Q1 \X&1X &1+ X w+Q1 \
&1
X&1
&1+ (X&1)w
={Q1(X)+Q1 \&1X + X w=+{Q1 \
X&1
X + Xw+Q1(X&1)=
+{Q1 \ &1X&1+ (X&1)w+Q1 \
&X
X&1+ (X&1)w= . (5.5)
We also have
Q | (1+U+U2)(X)
=Q(X)+Q \X&1X + Xw+Q \
&1
X&1+ (X&1)w
=Q1(X)+Q1 \&1X + Xw
+{Q1 \X&1X ++Q1 \
&X
X&1+\
X&1
X +
w
= Xw
+{Q1 \ &1X&1++Q1(X&1) \
&1
X&1+
w
= (X&1)w. (5.6)
Notice that the expressions in the right hand sides of (5.5) and (5.6) do
coincide, so that we have
Q2 | (1+U+U2)=Q | (1+U+U2). (5.7)
In particular, since the right hand side of (5.7) is zero by the assumption
that Q # Ww , this means Q2 | (1+U+U2)=0 as required.
Since ker (1+U+U2)=Im (1&U), it follows that Q2 # Im(1&U).
Hence there is Q3(X) # Vw such that Q3 | (1&U)=Q2 .
Finally we show :(Q3)=Q. By the definitions of : and Q2
:(Q3)=seu(Q3)=se(Q2). (5.8)
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Since Q1(X)+Q1(X&1)=Q2(X) by (5.4), and eQ2(X)+eQ2(X&1)=
Q2(X) by Lemma 5.1, Q1(X)+Q1(X&1)=eQ2(X)+eQ2(X&1). Hence
Q1(X)=eQ2(X). From (5.8) we obtain :(Q3)=se(Q2)=s(Q1)=Q. Thus
we have proved that, for any Q(X) # Ww , there is Q3(X) # Vw such that
:(Q3)=Q. This implies Ww /Im :, completing the proof. K
We calculate :((X&1)n) for n=0, ..., w. Let n~ denote w&n for
n=0, ..., w. First note that
u((X&1)n)=(X&1)n&\&1X +
n
Xw=(X&1)n&(&1)n Xn~ .
Also note that
e(Xn)= 12 En(X+1) and e((X&1)
n)= 12En(X)
by the definition of e, Lemma 5.1 and (5.1). Combining these, we have
eu((X&1)n)=
En(X)
2
&(&1)n
En~ (X+1)
2
.
Hence
:((X&1)n)
=
En(X)
2
+
En \&1X +
2
Xw
&(&1)n {En~ (X+1)2 +En~ \
&1
X
+1+
2
Xw=
=
En(X)
2
+
En \&1X +
2
Xw
&(&1)n {&En~ (X)2 +Xn~ &En~ \
&1
X +
2
Xw+\&1X +
n~
Xw=
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=
En(X)
2
&
Xn
2
+
En \&1X +
2
X w&(&1)n
X n~
2
+(&1)n {En~ (X)2 &Xn~2 +En~ \
&1
X +
2
Xw&(&1)n~
X n
2 =
=
1
2 {E 0n(X)+E 0n \
&1
X + Xw=+
(&1)n
2 {E 0n~ (X)+E 0n~ \
&1
X + X w= .
Note that if n is odd (resp. even) then E 0n(X) is an even (resp. odd)
polynomial and E 0n (&1X)=E
0
n(1X ) (resp. E
0
n (&1X)=&E
0
n (1X )).
Summarizing the above calculation, we obtain
Lemma 5.3. (1) For n even and 0nw,
2:((X&1)n)=E 0n(X)&E
0
n \ 1X+ X w+E 0w&n(X)&E 0w&n \
1
X+ X w.
(2) For n odd and 1nw&1,
2:((X&1)n)=E 0n(X)+E
0
n \ 1X+ X w&E 0w&n(X)&E 0w&n \
1
X+ X w.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Proposition 5.2 shows that :((X&1)n) (0n
w) span Ww . Then the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 5.3 and
that Ww=W+w W&w . K
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For f # S2k(/), we defined Ef ( p, q)= iqp f (z)
( pz&q)2k&2 dz. First we show E =f # E
=
2k&2 . The relation f (z+1)=& f (z)
implies Ef ( p, q+ p)=&Ef ( p, q) for all ( p, q) # V, while f (&1z)=
& f (z) z2k yields
Ef ( p, q)+Ef (q, &p)=|
i
0
f (z)( pz&q)2k&2 dz. (6.1)
Note that the right hand side of (6.1) is a homogeneous polynomial in p
and q of degree 2k&2. The equation E =f ( p, &q)==E
=
f ( p, q) follows from
the definition E =f ( p, q)=[Ef ( p, q)+=Ef ( p, &q)]2. These relations imply
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that E =f satisfies (E
=1), (E = 2) and (E =3) with g=( p, q) a homogeneous poly-
nomial in p and q of degree 2k&2. Hence we have shown E =f # E
=
2k&2 .
Next consider the following sequence of mappings:
S2k(/) w
,= E=2k&2 w
= P=2k&2 rR=2k&2 w
% W=2k&2 .
Then the composition is nothing but the period mapping r=: S2k(/) 
W=2k&2 defined by
f [ 12 {|
i
0
f (z)(z&X)2k&2 dz+= |
i
0
f (z)(z+X)2k&2 dz= .
The theorem of EichlerShimura (cf. [5, p. 284, 7]) claims r= is an
isomorphism. Since = and % are isomorphisms by Corollary 1.3 and
Theorem 1.4, ,= is also isomorphism as required. K
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